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Introduction
The North Shore Mountains are part of the Coast
Mountain Range, a continuous mountain chain
running along the mainland coast for over 1,600 km.1
The rugged terrain of the North Shore Mountains
forms a scenic backdrop for the City of Vancouver
and provides recreational opportunities right in the
"backyard" of a major urban centre. This high energy
environment of steep granitic slopes, gulleys, glacial
valleys and cirques is also the source of domestic
water supplied to the Greater Vancouver area.
Moisture-laden Pacific air masses moving inland are
forced to rise over this mountain barrier. As a result,
precipitation is high, ranging from 1500 mm near sea
level to over 3500 mm in the alpine areas. Snow
accumulations at higher elevations produce complex
river regimes, marked by peak discharges during
winter rains and spring snow melt. Relatively mild
temperatures and ample precipitation create
favorable conditions for forest growth. The lower
reaches of the North Shore Mountains generally fall
within the coastal Western Hemlock (CWH)
biogeoclimatic zone, the wettest and most productive
forest zone of British Columbia. Predominant species
are Western Hemlock, Western Red Cedar, Amabilis
Fir, Douglas-fir and Sitka Spruce. The Mountain
Hemlock (MH) zone begins at elevations of 800 to
1000 m and is characterized by Mountain Hemlock,
Western Hemlock and Yellow Cedar. Above 1600 m
this forested zone gives way to alpine tundra.
The Seymour watershed is the largest catchment
area in the North Shore Mountains and contains an
extensive man-made reservoir lake. Repeated
glaciation has widened the Seymour Valley into a Ushaped trough with steep slopes, and deposited a

1 S. S. Holland, Landforms of British Columbia (Vancouver: the University of British
Columbia Press, 1979).
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Introduction
variety of surficial materials. The dense forest cover
of the valley is a mosaic of different shades of green,
evidence of past and present logging activities.
Hiking through these woods one comes across old
skid roads, stumps with springboard marks, remains
of old water pipes and homesteads. Over the
decades people have used the resources of the
Seymour watershed in different ways and have left
their imprint on this West Coast forest landscape.
This book deals with the various land uses in the
Seymour watershed and shows how the valuation of
its resources has shifted over time, from strictly
utilitarian, unrestricted resource use to managed,
multiple use.

A Brief Note Regarding Measurements and
Definitions:
In order to reflect the historical theme of this book
imperial measurements are used throughout, except
during the introduction which establishes the current
context for this study.
Unfamiliar terms are explained in the glossary.

6

Chapter 1 -1870's to early 1900's
1870's to Early 1900's: Unrestricted
Resource Use
Early settlers valued the Seymour Valley as a
potential transport link to the interior, forming a
section of the Burrard Inlet Cattle Trail to Lillooet.
Pioneers in British Columbia faced an enormous
problem of internal transportation to connect
resources in the wilderness to distant urban centres.
The Lillooet Trail was intended to give the ranchers
of the Cariboo and Pemberton districts access to
markets in the Lower Mainland and Victoria.
The proposed trail from Pemberton Meadows to the
mouth of the Seymour was 76.5 miles long, and it
was estimated that construction costs would amount
to $8,000. 2 In 1875 a party of workers and surveyors
began cutting the section from Burrard Inlet to
Squamish. The trail followed the ridge between the
Lynn and Seymour Rivers and then continued along
the west bank of the Seymour. Writing to the Chief
Commissioner of Lands and Works, Superintendent
Jenkinson described the difficult terrain:

.. as the ridge fell off suddenly we were obliged to
make a descent rather steep to strike Seymour
Creek. This is the worst grade in the road as far as
we have made, but it could be improved easily. We
had here to cross some soft ground, which we had to
corduroy for 130 yards. We then struck the creek; the
banks here are low and very densely covered with
berry bushes... The greatest difficulty here was
caused by spurs of the mountains running into the
river and causing what we call slides, which caused
a great deal of labour to pass some of those
composed of boulders of several tons; we had to
2 British Columbia Commissioner of Lands and Works Report, 1873,
p. 13.
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Burrard Inlet

Fig. 1.1 The Lillooet Trail 1877

1870's to early 1900's
corduroy and bridge these places. Some places we
had to strike off from the river to avoid these ... 3

Despite the rugged topography the party built some
26 miles of trail that year but had to turn back once
the fall rains set in and food for the horses became
scarce. During the following winter parts of the trail
and several bridges were washed away, and
members of the Lands and Works Department grew
increasingly doubtful about the feasibility of this link
with the interior. Upkeep of the trail proved
expensive, and lack of feed for the cattle was
recognized as a serious problem. The trail was
completed in 1877, but it never served as a cattle
route. Instead, it provided access to the Seymour
Valley for early prospectors, trappers and settlers.4
At the same time lumbermen began to realize the
value of timber resources along the Seymour River.
In 1875 the Moodyville sawmill operation obtained a
timber lease of 500 acres on the east bank, fairly
close to tidewater. 5 The company mainly cut
Douglas-fir and supplied Pacific Rim markets with
spars. In 1887 the Royal City Planing Mill acquired a
21-year timber lease of 1,144 acres between the
Lynn and Seymour Rivers including the Rice Lake
area. 6 Typical of other lumber operations at the
time, lumbermen logged selectively taking only
straight trees with few knots. The logs were hauled
over rough skids by oxen or horses.

3 Ibid, 1875, p. 14.
4 .t:1§.I;l.Q!l..Q!..]Cl.SL!]il!.1!l!J~..Q!.1Il!.!.!:ll;t§, 1918, p. F 279.
5 Timber Lease no. 53, limit 1. Forest Records Division, Victoria.
6 Timber Lease no. 94. Forest Records Division, Victoria. It was not possible to locate
information on the company's logging activities.
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to early 1900's
In 1888 gold was discovered along Seymour Creek,
and a mine was excavated some 2.5 miles upstream
from the river's mouth.7 Shafts, 30 to 40 feet deep,
were driven into the bedrock, and one miner
allegedly found gold worth $8,200 (current value).
The Express Newspaper claimed that placer mining
operations "of a more or less extensive scale" had
been carried out along the creek since the early
days of Moodyville (1860's).8 Primitive methods of
panning for gold were replaced with more elaborate
methods using sluice boxes at several locations
along the creek (no precise information on any of
these operations was found).
Fig. 1.3 Gold Mine Seymour River, 1888 (VCA)

7 Matthews Photograph Collection Vancouver City Archives.
8 Express, July 9, 1909.
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1870's to early 1900's
By 1890 numerous pre-emption claims were taken
up along Seymour Creek, some of them located on
the timber limit of the Royal City Planing Mill. A
petition in the BC Sessional Papers indicates that
several settlers were engaged in logging activities,
perhaps as contractors for the lumber company:
The undersigned settlers along Seymour Creek
respectfully pray that no privileges may be granted to
any person or corporation that will prevent the
undersigned from using Seymour Creek for the
purpose of floating their logs to tide water. 9

It is not certain how many people actually lived along
the upper reaches of Seymour Creek at the time. A
survey plan from 1890 indicates that only one house
existed at the centre of a clearing north of Rice Lake
(on G. Storey's pre-emption).10 One year later John
Niven had constructed a house and stables on his
pre-emption south of Storey's property. Leonard
Scott's Ranch, south of Rice Lake, must have been
built some time during the 1890's. No records seem
to exist on the original Scott's Ranch building, and
several questions remain unanswered: what type of
ranch was it? How long did it operate? When and
why was it closed?11 L. Scott sold a portion of his
pre-emption (District Lot 854) in 1899. It appears that
the original building was torn down some time after
1900 and was replaced by a spacious house
constructed entirely of Yellow Cedar logs. It was
located right on the creek and faced south. 12 Carl
Sparks, who lived in the building during the 1940's,
'I

9 Be Sessional Papers, 1890, p. 183.
10 Field Book 151\90, May and October 1890. Surveys and Lands Branch, Victoria.
11 Some people believe that the ranch's purpose was to fatten up cattle coming down from
the Lillooet trail. This seems highly unlikely because very little cattle was actually driven
across the trail in the 1870's; after that it was abandoned as a cattle route.
12 Personal Communication with George Silverton, son of Frank Silverton, GVWD
superintendent. July 17, 1988.
13

1870's to early 1900's

believes that it was constructed by the City of
Vancouver. 13 It served as an office for the Water
Board, and GVWD Superintendent Silverton lived in
the house during the 1920's and 1930's. He
transformed the forest in the vicinity of the house into
a colorful English garden landscape with a rockery,
flower-rimmed pathways and a lily pond. According
to Carl Sparks some daffodils can still be spotted on
the former site of the garden.
Fig. 1.5 Scott's Ranch, 1930's (NSA)

13 Personal Communication with Carl Sparks, August 16, 1988.
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1870's to early 1900's
After the turn of the century the timber resources of
the Seymour Valley were tapped by the Hastings
Shingle Manufacturing Company, one of the largest
lumbering and milling operations in British Columbia
at the time. The company had constructed two mills
in the Lynn Valley area in 1903 and flumed lumber
and shingle bolts to tidewater. A branch of the ten
mile flume system went to Rice Lake where the
company operated a shingle bolt camp. A secure
water supply was crucial for the operation of a wet
flume, and H. Davidson, manager of the Hastings
Shingle Manufacturing Company, signed an
agreement with the North Vancouver City Council in
February 1906 allowing the company to use water
from Rice Lake for fluming purposes until 1912.14
Shingle bolt cutters logged selectively; generally
only red cedar was taken. Western Red Cedar was
the predominant species used in British Columbia's
shingle sector due to its durability, relative strength
and straight grain which facilitates splitting.15 The
lumbermen of the Hastings Shingle Manufacturing
Company employed relatively simple logging
technology. They used spring boards to climb above
the butt swell of cedars and cut with cross-cut saws.
The trees were bucked and limbed, and teams of
horses dragged the logs along skid roads to a
portable sawmill. It is not confirmed whether the
company had steam donkeys on its Seymour limits
for ground yarding, but it can be assumed almost
with certainty because it employed steam machinery
west of Lynn Creek. Up to 60 men worked at the Rice
Lake camps.16 During the winter months the horses
were sent to Vancouver Island to pasture while
lumbermen were expanding the skid road system "in
14 Express, June 21, 1907, p. 1.
15 R. Griffin, "The shingle sawing machine in British Columbia 1901
13 (1981), p. 21.
16
April 10, 1908, p. 3.

1925" Material History
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1870's to early 1900's
order to rush out the bolts as soon as the rainy
season moderate[d]" .17
The company also held timber rights on the east side
of Seymour Creek and constructed a skid to
elevations exceeding 2,000 feet to tap valuable
stands of Yellow Cedar.18 A logging camp was
located halfway along the skid road, which ran
across District Lot 923 and terminated at a log
collection platform just opposite the lower intake.
Further south along the river's east bank the
Hastings Shingle Manufacturing Company operated
a flume carrying bolts from Dog Mountain. The bolts
were dumped into the "shingle bolt hole" on
Seymour Creek. 19
Logging in these areas was
selective as well. A surveyor
observed during the 1920's
that the timber was scattered,
"the cedar was all taken out
by the Hastings Shingle
Manufacturing Company".20 A
1949 report on lots 1419 and
1490 noted that old logging
roads used for removing
shingle bolts, crisscrossed stands of second growth timber ranging from
25 to 50 years in age.21 Trees of commercial
importance were hemlock, balsam, spruce, alder and
red cedar. The lumbermen of the Hastings Shingle
Manufacturing Company had left their mark on
17 Express, November 9, 1906, p. 1.
18 Western Lumberman, January 1926, p. 22.
19 Personal Communication with Carl Sparks, August 16, 1988. He remembers seeing
remains of the flume in the late 1920's.
20 GVWD Correspondence Files, Box 64~C-1 , file 8. Vancouver City Archives.
21 C. D. Schultz and Company Ltd, "Inventory and valuation of timber on lot 1419 and lot
1490", Report to the GVWD May 1949.
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Fig. 1.6 Timber Limits
Hastings Shingle Manufacturing Co. early 1900's

1870's to early 1900's

. 'the forest ecosystem in the Seymour watershed.
Even though they did not employ high-lead-yarding,
they created a second-growth forest that was not fully
stocked, and the red cedar trees were "suppressed,
of poor form and show[ed] evidence of yellow ring
rot".22

j~

~

~

22 Ibid.
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While logging activities were carried out along the
banks of the Seymour Riv~r, the municipalities
began to realize the importance of the stream as a
source of domestic water. The Capilano water
system had supplied the City of Vancouver since
1889. 23 Lumbermen had acquired extensive timber
rights in the Capilano watershed and constructed a
flume at the beginning of this century. Several
aldermen were extremely concerned over logging in
the Capilano catchment area and feared it might
cause a "wholesale barrenness and interfere with the
steady water supply".24 In 1905 Mayor Buscombe
urged that the Seymour River be secured as a
second source of domestic water because the city
was growing at a rapid rate and there was "nothing
like making provisions for the future."25 The
Superintendent of Waterworks and a group of
engineers surveyed the Seymour River during the
fall of 1905 to determine a suitable intake location
and to stake water records of 1 ,000 miner's inches,26
They considered the Seymour River an excellent
source of water and suggested that it might also be
used for generating power. Numerous pools along
the course of the stream would prove useful to
develop the water system. The survey party
proposed to locate the intake seven miles
upstream from the mouth of the Seymour,
As soon as details of the survey report became
known, the municipalities of North Vancouver,-:=~~~;;I
Richmond, South Vancouver and Burnaby eagerly
applied for water rights on the Seymour. The ensuing
23 L. P. Cain, "Water and sanitation services in Vancouver: a historical perspective", BC
Studies no. 30 (Summer 1976), p. 29.
24 Vancouver Daily Province, July 30, 1902, p. 1.
25 Province, November 1905, p. 3.
26 In order to make a legal application to the Provincial Water Commissioner the point of the
intake had to be marked by stake, as well as the route over which the water was to be
conveyed in pipes or flumes.
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struggle over water rights was not settled until April
1906, when the City of Vancouver was assigned
1,400 miner's inches per day, North Vancouver 800
inches, South Vancouver 300 inches, Burnaby and
Richmond each 250 inches. 27
While the municipalities were preoccupied with water
rights, more timber limits were taken up above the
proposed intake and along both sides of the
Seymour River. Timber speculation was rampant
during 1906, and the municipalities concerned had
failed to secure rights to timber land on this important
watershed. 28 The Province newspaper raised the
question whether the Capilano neglect was being
repeated. 29 Several mining claims were staked
along the Seymour, and one person even voiced
plans to run a hog farm (!) above the intake. Finally,
in September 1906, the Provincial Government
placed a reserve on the remaining unalienated
Crown land in the watershed:
... records of water from Seymour Creek, in the District
of New Westminster, have been granted to the
Municipalities of the City of Vancouver, North
Vancouver, South Vancouver, Richmond and
Burnaby, for municipal purposes, and with a view to
conserving, as far as possible, the water of said
creek, and keeping the same free from all impurities,
it is desirable to establish a reserve covering all of
the said creek, and to recommend that all the vacant
Crown land... lying north of the north boundary line of
the Municipality of North Vancouver and embraced

27 Province, April 28, 1906, p. 9.
28 In 1905 the government had enacted legislation that made all special timber licenses
transferable and renewable each year for 21 years. A license became a commodity which
could be traded without restrictions; this encouraged speculation.
29 Province, July 30, 1906, p. 1.
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Fig. 1.7 Seymour River Pipeline Bridge,
1915 (NSA)
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1870's to early 1900's

Fig. 1.8 Opening of Seymour River Water System
October 14, 1908 (VCA)
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within the watershed of Seymour Creek, be reserved
from pre-emption, sale or other disposition. 3o

By spring of 1907 work on the Seymour water system
was underway. Clenneding and Co. received the
contract to construct the pipeline road along the
Seymour River. The route followed the east bank,
crossed the river on a steel bridge at the northern
end of Seymour Canyon and then ran along the west
bank to the intake. The seven mile wagon road had a
maximum grade of 4.5 percent. Part of the work crew
was stationed at Scott's Ranch; some 100 men were
employed. 31 In August 1907 construction work was
carried out north of Scott's Ranch: workers cut away
"the entire edge of the slope and construct[ed] an
entirely new road on the bank."32 Heavy summer
rains slowed down the construction of the road.
Some Vancouver City Council members
inspected the Seymour water system and
proposed that the road into the Seymour
Valley might eventually become a
"magnificent" tourist attraction. 33
This appears to be the first
reference to the recreational
possibilities of the lower
Seymour watershed.
The water committee purchased
a portable sawmill and a donkey
engine to cut its own lumber for the
wooden pipeline and the dam. This reduced
construction costs considerably and eliminated
additional transport costs. 88,000 feet of cedar was
needed for the dam, located at an elevation of 465
feet. A submerged boulder weir and intake crib

30 British Columbia Gazette, September 6, 1906.
31 Express, April 12, 1907, p. 1.
32 Province, August 8,1907, p. 14.
33 Province, June 1, 1907, p. 1.
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diverted the water to settling tanks which prevented
finer sediments from entering the pipe. 540,000 feet
of clear, high grade fir was cut to construct over four
miles of wooden pipeline from the intake to the
Seymour canyon. For the first 1,000 feet the
continuous wood stave pipe was 36" in diameter; the
remaining wood pipe measured 30" in diameter. 34 A
32 inch continuous riveted steel pipe was laid across
the bridge and linked to the wooden pipe with lead
joints at both ends. A 24" lap-welded steel pipe ran
from the canyon to Burrard Inlet. From there flexible
cast iron mains piped Seymour water across Second
Narrows. 35 The Second Narrows crossing was
considered advantageous because it reduced the
risk of ships' keels breaking the submerged pipes,
which was often a problem at the First Narrows
crossing. The new Seymour system was formally
opened on October 14, 1908.16 It had a daily
capacity of 3,000,000 gallons which was soon
increased to 9,000,000 gallons.
By 1913 more water pressure was needed, and a
new temporary intake was constructed 2,000 feet
above the old one. 37 A 36" riveted steel pipe ran
parallel to the original pipe system from the new
intake on Seymour Creek to the Second Narrows.
The new steel pipe passed through a 700 foot tunnel
in the Seymour canyon "owing to the narrowness of
the original rock cut along the side of this bluff and
the danger in which the old pipe would have been
placed by the necessary blasting operations carried

34 One of the few remains of the original pipe system is a tunnel cut for the wooden pipe
north of the steel bridges.
35 It was necessary to use steel pipes at lower elevations to withstand the increased water
pressure.
36 Province, October 15, 1908, p. 14.
37 In 1924 a low 3 foot dam was constructed at the site of the second intake.
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Fig. 1.9 Seymour River Water System
1908 - 1928

1870's to early 1900's
out by widening the cut".38 The Water Board planned
to leave the old pipe operational in case of damage
to the new system. The expanded water system was
constructed with a view to the future: it was designed
to withstand increased pressure once a permanent
intake was constructed at Seymour Falls.
Fig. 1.10 First Seymour River Intake (VCA)

38 H. M. Burwell, The Vancouver Water Supply (January 1913), p. 20.
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Chapter 2 -1900's to 1920's
1900's to 1920's: Contrasting Views on
Resource Use in the Seymour Watershed
Even though an efficient water system was in place
at the Seymour River by 1908, one important
element was missing: watershed protection. The
1906 reserve did not stop lumbermen, miners,
settlers and hikers from entering the catchment area,
and plans for two large scale development projects
were announced. The early 20th century was a
period of transition; opposing watershed
management views ranging from a closed watershed
to multiple use were voiced.
During 1908 numerous prospectors roamed the
slopes of the Seymour Valley, and the Express
reported that "the country at the head of the Seymour
abound[ed] in minerals and there [was] a
considerable population ... engaged in mining
operations".3 9 The B.C. American Mining and
Development Company Ltd. was a heavily
capitalized company which owned the Bank of
Vancouver Group near the west fork of Seymour
Creek, "an immense copper proposition".4C The
company planned to use the Lillooet Trail and
wanted the government to bear the cost of opening
up the trail; after all, mining would bring an enormous
boost to the local economy. The company estimated
that it would cost $100 to construct one mile of pack
trail or $500 for one mile of good wagon road.
Another company had done extensive tunnelling
work at the Seymour headwaters area, some 2,000
feet in total, and reported that every tunnel was "in
are, demonstratina the fact that it [was] practically a
mountain of ore".41
39 Express, August 21, 1908, p. 2.
40 Express, April 10, 1908, p. 2.
41 Express, August 21, 1908, p. 2.
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Seymour
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Railway

Fig. 2.1 The proposed Vancouver Northern and
Yukon Railway Route, 1908

1900's to 1920's
By July 1909 an "incipient Klondike rush" developed
in the Seymour Valley, and "the vicinity became alive
with parties eager to secure a location anywhere".42
A syndicate with a provisional Board of Directors was
formed and machinery was ordered immediately. It
was assumed that the daily yield of placer gold
would amount to $150 (current value).The optimistic
reports on the mineral wealth of the Seymour Valley
inspired Walter Moberly, a civil engineer who had
been in charge of CPR surveys, to plan a railway
through the valley:

This railroad which I am trying to construct to the
valley of Squamish will render the extensive
agricultural, timber and other resources of the valleys
of the Squamish and Cheakamus Rivers and
Pemberton Meadows tributary to Vancouver..... and
what is of the very greatest importance will be access
to the mineral deposits of copper-gold ores that are
there, near the valleys of Seymour, Furry and
Staminus Creeks and the Indian River to be worked
advantageously. I propose that the reduction works
for these ores shall be established on the shores of
Burrard Inlet, and thus these miners will be offered
steady employment, which will be of great benefit for
Vancouver. I am not in favour of the employment of
oriental labour, and am in favour of keeping people
of those nationalities out
of the country.43
The Vancouver Northern and
Yukon Railway was to run from
Burrard Inlet through the Seymour

42 Express, July 9, 1909.
43 Walter Moberly, Additional Manuscript no. 33, Vancouver City Archives.
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Fig. 2.2 Waterworks Gang at Rice Lake, 1913 (NSA)
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and Squamish Valleys, thence to Pemberton
Meadows, Lillooet, Quesnel, Hazelton and finally to
the north boundary of British Columbia. Ironically J.
M. Burwell, one of the waterworks engineers who
had constructed the Seymour system, was a
shareholder in this company.
The construction of this railway was never attempted,
and the mining boom died down. By 1912 new
railway plans appeared. This time a lumber company
made an application to the city council to construct a
standard gauge loggin~ railway to its limits and to
ultimately expand the line to open up "rich mining
claims and agricultural and ranching districts".44 The
application came at a poor time: Vancouver and its
adjoining municipalities were growing at a rapid rate,
and the City of Vancouver attempted to acquire all
timber limits above the intake to secure clean water
for a potential reservoir lake at the Seymour Falls. At
the same time Rice Lake was converted into a
reservoir area by the City of North Vancouver. The
lake was drained, and its basin was cleaned with
hydraulic sluicing. A 1,000 foot tunnel connected
Rice Lake with Lynn Creek, and a 16 inch wood pipe
supplied water from the upper intake on Lynn Creek
(elevation 810 feet above sea level) to Rice Lake. 45
the reservoir was used during periods of drought or
hi~~ levels of silt content in the water of Lynn Creek.
Two independent parties of cruisers were sent out
during the summer of 1913 to determine the value of
4,000 acres of alienated timber land held by the
Seattle based Robinson Dominion Trust Company.
Thus far no precise surveys had been made in the
44 Western Lumberman, August 1912, p. 7.
45 The work was interrupted by World War I and was not completed until 1928. Rice Lake
served as a reservoir for the City of North Vancouver until 1981, when flooding destroyed
the pipe system and the City of North Vancouver decided to obtain its water from the

GVWD.
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Seymour watershed, and it was important to know
how much timber the limits above Seymour Falls
contained in order to establish a compensation price.
The surveyors of the Forest Branch estimated that the
area in question contained 124,000,090 feet of
timber; only 98,740,000 feet was considered
merchantable and was valued at $56,919 after
allowing for logging costS.46 Eustace Smith, cruiser
for the waterworks committee, cruised the same area
and concluded that it contained 110,222,000 feet of
merchantable timber valued at $319,500. 47 The two
cruises produced vastly different results. No price
agreement was reached and the timber limits
remained in the hands of timber speculators.
By this time it became apparent that a complete
knowledge of the watershed and its ecosystems was
necessary to administer this area. The Water Rights
Branch and the Forest Branch of the Department of
Lands surveyed the watersheds of the Seymour,
Lynn and Capilano Rivers in 1913/14. The work
consisted of profiling and contouring streams,
contouring reservoir sites, a complete cruise of
alienated and unalienated timber and the
establishment of rain gauges, permanent weirs and
stream gauges. Reliable facts about extent, forest
cover and ecosystem functioning of the Seymour
watershed finally became available and raised
awareness among foresters and members of the
water committee. Concerned about slope stability,
the survey reports stressed the importance of
retaining the timber in the Seymour catchment area.
Where the timber had been removed the soil was
46 Report on lots 864,956,1441,1444 to 1447, 1450, 1597, 1598,2625 and timber
licenses 8072, 8073, 8074. Summer 1913. PABC 943, Box 30, file 20.
47 Report and estimate on approximately 4,100 acres of timber land situated in the Valley of
the Seymour Creek and contained in the following lots: 864, 956,1441,1444 to 1447,
1450, 1597, 1598, 2625 and timber licenses 8072, 8073, 8074. Summer 1913. PABC
943, Box 30, file 20.
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, "quickly washed off, leaving bare mountain sides off
which the precipitation rush[ed] almost as it [fell],
causing sudden dangerous floods laden with great
quantities of sand, gravel and organic matter,
rendering the water unsatisfactory for domestic
purposes".48
According to the Water Rights Branch it was
"imperative that some control be exercised over
travel in and out of these valleys" (Seymour, Lynn
and Capilano Valleys). Its members proposed the
appointment of a commission to establish guidelines
for resource use of minerals, timber and water. 49 This
proposition was not realized and uncontrolled
resource extraction continued.
Numerous mining claims were recorded between
1913 and 1918. The holders of the Bank of
Vancouver Group near the headwaters of Seymour
Creek were carrying out development work during
1913 and had excavated over 180 feet of tunnel.
Good commercial are was found in all the cutS.50
Work on the Red Mountain Group north of Loch
Lomond was to continue during the winter. 220 feet
of tunnels had been cut at the Canadian
Consolidated Group, showing a large body of
\ iron are with a small percentage of copper. In
1917 the Britannia Mining and Smelting
Company purchased the most promising
mineral claims near the head of Seymour
Creek. The company planned to connect all its
properties by tunnel, running from Britannia
Beach to the Indian River. 51 After 1918 no
further reports on the Seymour appeared in the
I Annual Report of the Minister of Mines.
48 Report of the Water Rights Branch, 1916, p. 20.
49 Ibid, 1914, p. 7.
50 Report of the Minister of Mines, 1914, p. K 299.
51 Ibid, 1919, p. K 248.
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Economic conditions in the lumber industry were
improving towards the end of World War I, and the
Robinson company acquired more timber licenses
(TI's 8075 to 1079). Surveyor's field notes, taken in
1917, described timber and terrain:

TL 8075: There is some very good fir and cedar on
this claim on the westerly and northerly portion. The
south easterly portion is very steep and bluffy with no
merchantable timber on it. The ground all slopes
steeply to Seymour Creek.
TL 8076: There is some good timber on this claim,
but it is scattered. There is some good fir and cedar
along the western side. The east portion rises very
steeply and there is very little merchantable timber
on it. The ground on the whole is very broken and
difficult to log.
TL 8077, 8079: Both licenses are very well
timbered with fir and cedar of very good quality. The
country as a whole is not difficult to log, although the
western portion is cut up with ravines and is pretty
steep.
TL 8078: The westerly portion of this license is well
timbered with fir, cedar and hemlock of good size
and quality, and would be fairly easy to log. The
eastern portion goes very high up into steep bluffy
country with very little timber and would be very
difficult to log.

The Vancouver City Council was strongly opposed to
logging operations above the waterworks intake and
"registered an emphatic protest with the Provincial
Government aaainst the granting of permission to cut
shingle bolts".5~ It was not until 1920 that the
52 Western Lumberman, July 1916, p. 34.
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Provincial Government passed an order in council
prohibiting the dumping of logs and shingle bolts into
the Seymour and Capilano Rivers above the
intakes. 53
No large scale logging development was carried out
in the Seymour watershed and by 1922 it "remain[ed]
almost untouched by the logger".54 Some small scale
shingle bolt cutting was under way at several
locations above the intake. Yet E. A. Cleveland,
British Columbia's Comptroller of Water Rights, grew
increasingly concerned over uncontrolled logging in
the Capilano and Seymour watersheds. He
examined the situation in 1922 and concluded that
logging and watershed activities were not
compatible:

Considered as economic resources [emphasis
added], it is not open to debate that the value of
these watershed areas lies first in their importance as
sources of pure water supply and secondly as stands
of merchantable timber. 55
He added that the alienated timber in the watershed
should be completely controlled by those
responsible for the supply of water to the cities and
districts:

The pre-eminent object to be attained is the
maintenance of an adequate supply of pure
unpolluted water - al/ other considerations are
subordinate; and to that end the watershed should
be preserved in violate. 56

53 Western Lumberman, January 1920, p. 47.
54 E. A. Cleveland, opus cit., p. 90.
55 Ibid, p. 85.
56 Ibid, p. 93.
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Rather than closing off the watershed, H. R. Christie,
professor at the Department of Forestry at U.B.C.,
suggested a concept of multiple resource use.
Christie considered the demise of logging in the
North Shore catchment areas a serious financial loss
for the local economy; instead, "the policy should be
used to use all the timber rather than to lock it up for
fear of possible damage to the watershed".57 Easily
accessible, productive coastal forest areas became
increasingly scarce; therefore, logging should
continue, but "under a system that will expose only a
small portion of the watershed each year and which
will establish reproduction of young growth on the
logged-off areas". 58 He advocated a policy of
sustained yield.
The city was to purchase the logged-off areas at a
low price and utilize the land to grow successive
crops of timber, a practice common in many
European countries. This concept of a fully regulated
forest was an ideal of 18th and 19th century
European foresters. The forest had a balanced age
class distribution containing no areas with timber
older than rotation age. All revenue was to be
collected in a special fund for reforestation and
scientific forest management. Christie visualized the
watershed forests as ideal research areas for
U.B.C.'s young Department of Forestry. Major
Andrews from the Forest Branch had similar ideas
and proposed to establish a nursery on the North
Shore and to use all mature and over-mature timber
before it would deteriorate.
At the same time the Forest Branch of the
Department of Lands carried out a cruise of

57 Correspondence H. R. Christie to Chief Forester, March 20, 1922. PABC Forest Branch
943, Box 30, file 20.
58 British Columbia Lumberman, February 1925, p. 49.
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unalienated Crown timber in the Seymour watershed
to determine the economic feasibility of
logging development. 59 The cruised area contained
two merchantable forest types: 430 acres of
Hemlock-Balsam forest and 213 acres of the CedarHemlock-Balsam type. 889 acres were without
merchantable timber. E. Gregg, Junior Forester in
charge of the cruise, concluded that it was not
worthwhile to log these lots unless the whole valley
was clear-cut and an extensive road system was
constructed. He recommended that the area in
question should not be logged because "the timber
was] not of sufficient value to warrant selective
fogging, and a greater benefit will be derived by a
greater number by leaving the area untouched rather
than by clear-cutting".6o Gregg was primarily
concerned with the economic feasibility of logging
development and did not mention the potential effect
of clear-cutting on the watershed ecosystem.
Christie's and Andrews' ideas of efficient resource
use, drawn from the American Progressive
Conservation movement, were not realized: the
Greater Vancouver Water District was incorporated in
December 1924 and became active in 1926. The
GVWD took over all water licenses and existing
facilities. E. A. Cleveland was elected Chief
Commissioner and enforced the policy of closing the
North Shore watersheds. Fishing, hunting or
mountain climbing (except for two hiking excursions
per year) were forbidden and strict sanitary
regulations had to be followed by those who were
allowed to enter the closed area. Cleveland
immediately began the tedious process of buying out
the various land owners in the Seymour catchment
59 E. Gregg, "General Report on cruise of portions of the Seymour watershed made in May,
1925". PABC, no. 943, Box 31, File 17. The cruise included the following lots: 958, 959,
1596,1442,1448,1453,1455,1456,1580,1581.
60 Ibid.
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area. The water board generally purchased privately
. owned land where a price could be agreed upon; a
purchase was not always necessary because no
private development was allowed in the watershed.
One of the first properties acquired by the GVWD was
the former D. A. Robinson holding, then owned by
the Dexter Horton National Bank of Seattle. The
company declined a first offer of $50,000 in cash for
3,600 acres of timber limits.61 A second offer of
$75,000 was accepted and by July 1926 most of the
alienated timber land above the intake was in the
hands of the GVWD.62 This property, held for almost
two decades by D. A. Robinson of Seattle,
exemplifies the risks of early timber speculation. He
had waited for the right economic conditions too long
and never reaped a profit from the timber in the
Seymour watershed. The timber limits contained
over 100,000,000 feet of timber, and the GVWD
proposed that !lin later years it may be possible, by
some modified system of logging, to cut and market
the timber without injuring the watershed".63
The GVWD began to expand the existing water
supply system to Seymour Falls in 1926. A diamond
drilling company carried out sub-surface exploration
at the site of the proposed Seymour Falls dam.64 It
was found that the solid granite of the stream bed
gave way to a deeply buried pre-glacial stream to the
west, and plans for a high dam had to be shelved;
engineers predicted leakage through this loose
material. Chief Commissioner E. A. Cleveland
explained:
61 The property contained lots 864,1444,1447,1598,1450,1445,1451,1441,1446,
1597,1447, and Timber Licenses 8072,8073,8074.
62 GVWD Correspondence Files, Box 64-C-1, file 7. Vancouver City Archives.
63 Province, July'20, 1926, p. 1. .
64 W. H. Powell, "Seymour Falls water supply. extension", The Canadian Engineer, June
18,1929, p. 607.
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The crest elevation of 640 feet above sea level
selected for the Falls Dam was determined to be the
highest elevation at which the water could be
retained in the basin, and also provided sufficient
elevation to permit the pipelines from it to be built
entirely clear of the valley bottom. 65
Fig. 2.5 Construction of the Seymour Dam,
1927 (VPL)

65 E. A. Cleveland, "The water supply of Greater Vancouver", Journal of the American
Water Works Association, June 1932, p. 812.
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Fig. 2.6 Lower Intake, Seymour River, 1929 (NSA)

Some 90 workers cleared a 200 foot wide right-ofway for road and pipeline to reduce the danger of
forest fires; 180 acres of dense forest was cleared at
the future site of the regulating basin.
By the end of the project some 7,000,000 feet of logs
had been taken out. The pipeline road was extended
to the Seymour Falls, and the Pacific Coast Pipe
Company, Ltd. constructed 17,500 feet of 60" wood
stave pipe to connect with the pipe system at the
42
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lower intake where a low three-foot dam had been
constructed in 1924. The company used much of the
high quality lumber left behind from earlier clearing
operations. The concrete dam, 440 feet long and
only 22 feet high, was completed by the spring of
1928. In 1926 a second steel bridge was constructed
beside the original pipeline bridge at the north end of
the Seymour Canyon. 66 The old bridge was no
longer sturdy enough to carry the weight of pipes and
vehicles.
Burwell Lake and Loch Lomond were developed as
additional storage basins during the late 1920's.
These lakes were difficult to reach, and all supplies
had to be brought in on pack horses. Burwell Lake
was tapped by a tunnel 137 feet below its surface,
and the outflow of water was controlled by valves.
Water from Burwell Lake was available by August
1926, while the 100 foot tunnel system at Loch
Lomond was not completed until the summer of
1929.
By the late 1920's a fairly sophisticated water supply
system was in place at the Seymour catchment area,
but it was not yet a completely closed watershed. The
GVWD permitted various land holders to log. While
the water board was concerned with protecting the
watershed against pollution, neither time nor money
was available to actually manage the timber, water
and fisheries resources of the Seymour watershed. 67
At the time few people attached aesthetic or
recreational values to this watershed except
members of mountaineering clubs and sports
fishermen. A strictly utilitarian-economic valuation of
the Seymour watershed was still predominant.
66 The two steel bridges are commonly referred to as the "Twin Bridges".
67 Fisheries authorities expressed concern over the impact of the dam as early as 1927,
because they feared that the fish would lose their natural spawning grounds (between the
lower intake and the dam) due to the lowered water level.
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Fig. 2.7 First Seymour Dam
1934 (VPL)
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Late 1920's to 1936: a Period of Transition
Small lumber companies arid independent loggers
were eager to cut the timber on their limits or to
acquire short-term timber rights before the GVWD
sealed off the watershed completely. Chief
Commissioner Cleveland permitted most of them to
log provided they followed GVWD regulations.
Charles Germyn, for example, applied to purchase
the timber on lots 863 and 954. He proposed to pay
$1.50 per 1000 feet for fir, $1.00 per 1000 feet of
hemlock and larch, $1.00 per 1,000 feet of cedar
logs. He was authorized to haul cedar poles on the
Seymour pipeline road from DL 863 to Keith Road
during the summer of 1929. H. M. Fraser and T.
Thompson were permitted to haul cedar poles from
lot 954 along the pipeline road. Both parties were
responsible for any damage inflicted to the road. 68
Mr. McGovern requested to cut Christmas trees east
of the Seymour pipeline road form the Seymour
Canyon to the steel bridges. He received the permit,
good until December 25, 1929, but he was not
permitted to cut trees along the road side.
In November 1929 James McKay applied to the
GVWD to purchase spruce, old growth fir and cedar
poles on lots 898 (big firs and scattered poles), 899
(a few big fir and a fair amount of old spruce with
scattered poles) and 923 (spruce, poles, limited fir).69
Mr. McKay was to see the GVWD Superintendent on
this matter; the outcome of this application is not
certain.
In May 1930 the GVWD sold part of the timber on lots
1000 and 1415 to J. Y. Burnett. He was permitted to
use the pipeline road to take out timber on lots 1001,
68 GVWD Correspondence files. Box 64-C-6, file 4.
69 Ibid.
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Fig. 3.1 Timber Limits Hibberson Lumber Co, 1930.
Areas logged with permission of GVWD late 1920's.
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1002 and 1003. The rate for the road (from a point
below the steel bridges to the waterfront) was 50
cents per 1,000 feet of logs and a quarter cent per
linear foot for poles. It could not be determined from
the records how long this logging operation was
carried out, which transport methods were used and
how much timber was cut.
The GVWD reserved the right to cancel any logging
permit if an operator did not conform to the Water
Board's rules. Naina Singh, for example, was given a
permit to cut and remove cordwood from lot 896. He
was not allowed to take cedar or other live trees;
standing dead fir and down timber other than cedarr .~~=
could be taken. No loads were permitted on the ,.4i
Seymour road after dark, and "all rubbish was to be
promptly cleaned up by where cutting and yarding
[was] done"'?o After only two months Singh was
notified that he did not carry out the work to,the
satisfaction of the GVWD, and his permit was
cancelled.
Other operators made applications to cut dead- and
down timber: J. V. Gordon purchased the fire killed
timber on lots 860 and 861 and was given six months
to remove it. 71 H. G. Rolph was authorized to cut
dead timber on the adjoining district lot 859 and to
use the Seymour pipeline road to haul cordwood. It
was probably in the interest of the GVWD to permit
these small scale clearing operations because the
removal of dead timber and slash reduced the fire
hazard.
The Hibberson Timber Company, Ltd. had plans to
develop a large scale logging operation in the upper
Seymour catchment area (timber limits 8075 to
70 Ibid.
71 No information was found on date and extent of the forest fire which had destroyed the
timber.
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8078).7 2 The company inquired whether there were
any restrictions on camps above the balancing
reservoir. It proposed to construct a logging road
along Seymour Creek, to use Caterpillar Tractors for
hauling on flat parts and skidders at higher
elevations. Mr. Hofius, a leading logging machinery
manufacturer on the Pacific Coast, was a partner in
this company and planned to supply the machinery.
The GVWD did not permit this proposed
development: in May 1932 Hofius attempted to sell
Timber limits 8075 - 8079 and lot 1504 to the water
board for $100,000. Chief Commissioner E. A.
Cleveland replied that he was not interested in the
deal. 73
At the same time the GVWD was carrying out more
clearing operations to protect the pipeline from falling
trees and to stop a hemlock looper attack. 74 The
insect infestation spread two miles south of the dam
and three miles north of it to elevations of 300 feet.
The damage was greatest in the vicinity of the dam.
Writing to the Chief Forester, P. Z. Caverhill, Chief
Commissioner Cleveland explained:
The timber cut, which was very largely balsam and
hemlock would have been at least partially destroyed
by the attacks of the hemlock looper. We have this
year expended approximately $6,000 in an endeavor
to save the remainder of the timber adjacent to the
pipeline... We anticipate, further, that we shall have to
take down next year, a very considerable stand of
hemlock and balsam surrounding the Balancing

72 GVWD Correspondence files. Box 64-C-1, file 8
73 Ibid, file 10.
74 Clearing operations were carried out on lots 922,960,961,962, 1597,957 and 953 by
Montizambert and Rolston Ltd.
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Reservoir, which has fallen
the looper. 75

a prey to the attacks of
.'

Some 20 million board feet of timber on 4,000 acres
were destroyed by the hemlock looper. The insect
attack was confined to hemlock (90 percent), spruce,
larch and balsam (30 to 60 percent). 870 acres below
the Seymour Falls intake was sprayed with
calcium arsenate which checked the spread
of the looper attack. Western Canada Airways
was in charge of the "airplane dusting" and
dumped 8 tons of calcium arsenate on a narrow strip
south of the dam.?6 According to E. A. Cleveland the
results were completely satisfactory, and the Chief
Fire Warden from the Washington Forest Fire
Association sought advice from him on how to cope
with a similar problem south of the border.
While the GVWD was beginning to manage the
timber resources in the Seymour watershed in a
reactionary manner, the Minister of Mines passed
legislation to prevent prospectors from entering the
Greater Vancouver Water District. The bill was
intended to "settle definitely the mineral possibilities
of the area and to prevent its invasion for mining
purposes in perpetuity".?7 The Ministry of Mines
planned to carry out a geological examination to
prove that there were no mineral claims worth
developing. In case ore of commercial value was
discovered, work was to be carried out in accordance
with the Health Act. This legislation was received
very positively by the public: finally "intelligent
resource development" was under way in the North
Shore watersheds. 78
75 Correspondence Cleveland to Caverhill. July 31, 1930. GVWD Correspondence Files,
Box 64-C-4, file 4. Vancouver City Archives.
76 It was 2.5 miles long and .5 miles wide.
77 province, March 21, 1930, p. 31.
78 province, March 23, 1930, p. 6.
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The fisheries resource, however, received little
attention by the Water Board and an investigation by
the Department of Fisheries revealed that the low
water level of the Seymour River posed a serious
threat to spawning trout and salmon:
Previous to the construction of this dam all varieties
of trout and salmon, native to this stream, had access
to the valuable and extensive spawning grounds on
the upper watershed... On the date of inspection no
water was passing over the crest of the Seymour
Falls dam ... Numerous pools were formed in the
stream beds in which there was a mere trickle of
water, the small boulders were exposed
everywhere .. 79

Supervisor of Fisheries MacLead advised the Water
Board to cease drawing water from the lower intake
while the "alleged pollution" was present to prevent
contamination of the domestic water supply by
spawned out dead salmon. He expected a light
salmon run in the fall because much of the stock had
been "materially reduced" during construction of the
Seymour Falls Dam.
By 1936 all logging operations had ceased, and the
Seymour catchment area was a closed watershed.
Some 3,560 acres, or eight percent of the catchment
basin, was logged or burnt. Another 920 acres was
selectively logged. ao Several residents were
permitted to remain in the lower Seymour watershed
along the Fisherman's Trail. The small settlement

79 Correspondence R. W. MacLead, Supervisor of Fisheries, to J. A. Motherwell, Chief
Supervisor of Fisheries, July 22, 1931. GVWD Correspondence Files, Box 64-0-2, File 12.
VCA.
aD C. D. Schultz and Company Limited, "Appreciation of factors affecting watershed
management on the watershed of the Greater Vancouver Water District", GVWD Report
1956, p. 27.
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consisted of six houses. During 1937-38 George
Silverton operated a store by the twin bridges to
supply residents and hikers. Mr. Fowler owned a
second store north of the steel bridges where he
served afternoon tea on a verandah overlooking the
river. The Fowlers lived just north of Scott's Ranch.
They cultivated a vegetable garden and had several
cows. Old fence posts and the concrete foundations
of their house can still be spotted along the
Fisherman's Trail. The Fowlers constructed
six cabins south of Scott's Ranch and rented
them to tourists and fishermen. The fire place
of Fowler's cabin #1 is still visible beside the
Fisherman's Trail. The Fowlers also had
property on the east side of the Seymour
River. Their real estate speculations were
never realized, and they were forced to
leave the watershed during the early
1950's.
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Fig. 3.2 Twin Bridges across Seymour River
1926 (VPL)
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1936 to 1961: Beginning of Resource
Management and Expansion of the
Waterworks System
The GVWD clearly considered fire protection the
most important aspect of forest management at the
time. In the past, at least two major forest fires had
swept through the watershed. In 1910 a disastrous
bush fire spread from Rice Lake to the west side of
the Lynn. The area was "enveloped in a furnace of
smoke," and several people found a narrow escape
from the flames. 81 The Rice Lake holdings of the
Hastings Shingle Manufacturing Company were
severely damaged. In 1921 another bush fire broke
out in the vicinity of Rice Lake. Timber cruiser E.
Bernard filed a report on District Lot 858, the centre
of the fire:

No more than half a dozen of large green firs are on
the lot. On the flats there is hardly a tree over 30 feet
high. On contour 800 [feet] and up there are some
dry poles standing and some lying down, but not
enough to be marketable... the burn extends down
into the Lynn, which is burnt just as completely as the
Seymour side. 82
During the early 1930's several fire breaks were cut
perpendicular to Seymour Creek and extended
towards the mountain tops. One of these was located
near Hydraulic Creek by the lower intake. It was
about 100 feet wide and 3,000 to 4,000 feet long.
The standing timber was cut, all debris and refuse
burnt, but the logs were left in place. 83 In 1936/37 a
relief camp for the unemployed was installed by the
lower intake.
81 Express, July 12, 1910, p. 8.
82 Report on District Lot 858 by E. Bernard, timber cruiser, to G. Gilbert, superintendent,
GVWD. April 22, 1937. GVWD Correspondence Files box 64-F-4, file 4. VCA.
83 GVWD Correspondence files box 65-A-2, File 4. VCA.
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Fig. 4.1 Fire Break near Hydraulic Creek,
1936 - 37 (Courtesy of C. Sparks and NSA)
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Workers widened the fire break, removed the logs
and constructed fire towers .and several trails. 84
The Seymour watershed was patrolled regularly by
fire wardens, but on August 21, 1939 another fire
broke out north of Rice Lake. The fire spread to lots
858 and 857.
Fig. 4.2 Fire Tower on Ridge between Lynn Creek
and Seymour River (Courtesy of C. Sparks and NSA)

84 Personal communication with Carl Sparks, August 16, 1988.
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It was apparently started by a careless hiker: a fresh
cigarette package and a lunch bag were found by the
trail and fresh footsteps could be spotted. 85 The total
cost of fighting the fire amounted to $338.
During the same year reforestation was carried out
for the first time in the Seymour watershed. The
Water Board ordered 1,500 "tiny trees for certain
weak spots in cleared areas near Seymour Falls
dam that [were] not regenerating properly".86 The
GVWD received Douglas-fir, Western Red Cedar and
Sitka Spruce from the Green Timbers nursery on
Vancouver Island. According to Cleveland these
trees "came along practically 100 percent." Three
years later Cleveland ordered 30,000 Douglas-fir
and hemlock seedlings to plant some of the denuded
areas in the lower Seymour watershed (the location
was not specified). It appears that this was the only
reforestation programme carried out prior to the
1960's. Chief Commissioner Cleveland clearly
recognized the need for artificial reforestation, but he
was constrained by a lack of funds.
In May 1940 the GVWD and the Forest Branch
reached an agreement that the GVWD would handle
all watershed protection along the Capilano and
Seymour Rivers. Privately held land in the Seymour
watershed was excluded: 430 acres around Rice
Lake was owned by the City of North Vancouver and
less than 300 acres was privately owned. The Forest
Branch assured its co-operation in case of
emergencies.
Another forest fire broke out on the east bank of the
Seymour River in July 1941, across from the lower

85 GVWD Correspondence files box 65-A-2, file 4. VCA.
86 Correspondence E. A. Cleveland to Hon. A. Wells, Minister of Lands, January 23, 1939.
GVWD Correspondence files box 65-A-3, file 4. VCA.
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intake. It was started by lightning and burnt for six
weeks, destroying the hill si.de completely.S?
During World War II the Water Board constructed a
barrier at the mouth of the Seymour Canyon to deter
"aliens" who might damage the water supply system.
This fear of intruders into the watershed became
especially strong after the attack on Pearl Harbor.
Residents traveling in and out of the watershed area
were carefully scrutinized, and the watershed was
patrolled by guards on horses.
By the mid-1940's the GVWD became concerned
about game "doing damage" to the watershed.
Cleveland corresponded with the Office of Game
Commission and requested permission for all GVWD
employees to destroy black bear, wolves and cougar
in the Capilano and Seymour watersheds. The
records indicate that at least 60 bears and five
cougars were killed in the Seymour watershed
between 1945 and 1953. 88 It is not certain how
long this practice continued.
In 1945 the GVWD permitted anglers to fish along
Seymour Creek as far as the north boundary of
district lots 1490 and 854, provided they had a valid
license and left their cars below the steel bridges.
The area was closed to fishermen during periods of
high fire hazard.
Towards the end of the decade the 60" pipeline
carrying water from the Seymour Falls dam was
replaced with a 90" steel pipe. The new mains no
longer followed the route over the twin bridges but
ran through the bed of Rice Lake and remained west
of the Seymour River. Portions of the old pipeline
87 Personal Communication with Garfield Thompson, August 22, 1988. Mr. Thompson
worked as a fire warden in the area from 1932 to 1943.
88 GVWD Correspondence Files box 65-A-2, file 4. VCA.
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Fig. 4.3 Seymour Falls Dam Construction
1960 (NSA)
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were salvaged by the GVWD, which caused
substantial damage to the old pipeline road. After the
new mains were installed in 1948 the lower intake
was abandoned; since then all diversions have been
made at the Seymour ,Falls Dam.
Rice Lake was completely drained during the
construction of the new 'pipe and remained "a hole in
the ground" until it was refilled during the 1950's.
Rice Lake was then owned by the City of North
Vancouver. An agreement between the city and the
Water Board required the GVWD to return the lake to
its former condition within 60 days after completion of
the pipeline. This agreement was extended, and the
City of North Vancouver was granted free Seymour
water. The refilling of Rice Lake was delayed
because the Water Board contemplated developing
the lake as a water reservoir, to be used jointly by the
City of North Vancouver and the GVWD. No
agreement was reached and the City of North
Vancouver continued to use Rice Lake as a reservoir
until 1981, when the intake system was destroyed by
flooding.89 In 1983 the City of North Vancouver
joined the GVWD, and the land in the vicinity of the
lake is now owned by the GVRD. According to an
agreement between the City of North Vancouver and
the GVRD no logging operations are carried out in
the area.
Rapid population growth in the Lower Mainland
necessitated the expansion of the Seymour water
system in the late 1950's. The raising of the low
Seymour Dam had been considered several times,
but each time the project was rejected on the
grounds that water would leak through the alluvial
fan built up by Cougar Creek on the west side of the
stream bed. One GVWD employee, Ken Patrick, was
89 Rice Lake was drained every spring to clean the lake bed and to remove salamanders.
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determined to find a solution to this engineering
problem:

Well, it got to a point where we were going to have to
look for a location for more water. And there did not
seem to be too many reasonable locations ... And I
kept on thinking: Gosh, if I could only lift that
Seymour Dam !!90
He visited the low dam with Dr. Jack Savage, who
was a consultant for the construction of the
Cleveland Dam at the time. Ken Patrick explained
the alleged leakage problem to him and received the
encouraging answer: "Oh, you can beat that. You can
beat that easily."91
The solution for a high dam was a composite
structure consisting of a concrete section, an earth
embankment resting on the Cougar Creek fand and
an upstream earth blanket covering 30 acres of lake
bottom. Soon the Seymour Dam project was
underway. Glen Crippen, an engineer and dam
expert, made a detailed study of dam site and
reservoir area. An extensive clearing program for the
enlarged reservoir basin was in progress by 1959.
Some 11 million board feet of merchantable timber
were cut and sold. All logging debris, wind falls,
snags, brush and non-merchantable timber was
piled and burnt. This was followed by handpicking
and burning of small material and the removal of all
temporary structures. The new dam was completed
by January 1961, creating a four mile long lake with
a surface area of 650 acres and a storage capacity of
20,500 acre feet.

90 Recorded Interview with Ken Patrick, March 30,
Transcripts at GVRD Library.
91 Ibid.

1988. GVRD Oral History Project.
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Chapter 5 -1961 to Present
1960's to Present: Development of a
Comprehensive Watershed Management
Protection Plan and Multiple Use
While the Seymour Falls dam project was
successfully completed, the water board faced a new
problem in the Seymour watershed: the balsam
wooly aphid, a European insect, was causing
widespread damage in the watershed forests. The
GVWD initiated a salvage program of dead and
dying trees in 1961 and removed 18 million feet of
timber from 480 acres of fee-simple watershed land.
This salvage program brought up the broader
question of the need for a comprehensive forest
management plan in the Seymour watershed. The
issue had already been raised in 1956 when the
consulting firm C. D. Schultz completed an important
study on watershed management in the Capilano,
Seymour and Coquitlam catchment areas. The
company's thorough investigation showed that a
greater volume of wood had been destroyed by
insects and disease than by fire and that standing
dead trees posed a serious fire hazard. Forest fires,
in turn, have a negative impact on the water supply:
they affect taste and odor of the water and leaching
from fire ash alters certain chemical characteristics.
The report stressed the vital importance of a forest
management plan which would "provide for the
orderly development of the forest resources without
jeopardizing water yield and water purity".92

92 C.

D. Schultz and Company Limited, vol. I of "Appreciation of factors affecting watershed
management on the watershed of the Greater Vancouver Water District", GVWD Report

1956,p.61.
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In 1956, thirty three percent of the Seymour
watershed was covered with mature and overmature
timber, composed of the following species:
51 % Western Red Cedar
23% Western Hemlock
19% Balsam (Amabilis Fir)
7% Douglas-fir and Yellow Cedar.
The consultants recommended gradual replacement
of the mature to overmature forest with even-aged
stands of young trees. These stands would be less
prone to insect infestations and disease and would
reduce evapo-transpiration losses. These proposed
forest management practices were restricted by the
999-year lease between the Government and the
GVWD. It postulated that the GVWD had to
1) maintain at its own expense an
organization for the protection and
preservation of timber from fire.
2) reforest or afforest denuded lands.
3) salvage fire-killed timber
4) pay current statutory royalties
5) turn over to the Crown all monies received
from the sale of timber after deducting
expenses for protection and reforestation. 93

..

5

In February 1963 GVWD Commissioner T. V.
Berry outlined an innovative watershed
management plan to the Minister of Lands,
Forest and Water Resources and requested
that the restricting terms of the lease be
changed. The objective of the scientific forest
management plan was to improve "the forest
cover in such a manner to best protect, control
and augment the water yielding properties

93 "Overview of the Forest Management Practices in the Watersheds of the Greater
Vancouver Water District", GVWD Report July 1978.
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of the watersheds."94 Berry proposed gradual
removal of dead snags, mature, overmature and
diseased timber and its replacement "with young and
vigorous trees". Carefully chosen harvesting
methods and well engineered logging roads would
minimize soil damage and erosion. An efficient
network of access roads was considered essential
for fire protection.
In 1967 the Balloon Transport Company
experimented with balloon logging on Lynn Ridge to
salvage logs for the GVWD. Hurricane Freda had
done extensive damage to the area. Balloon logging
was first introduced to British Columbia in 1963 and
company owner Chester Matheson was confident
that it represented the logging method of the future
on steep hillsides and in marshy terrain. The heliumfilled balloon was 137 feet long and 52 feet wide and
lifted up to 8.5 tons of logs. The salvage operation on
Lynn Ridge was filmed by the National Film Board of
Canada. After only three days of operation the
$100,000 balloon tore loose and drifted west to
. Grouse Mountain where it landed on a cedar snag. It
was beyond repair and logging operations were
suspended until October 1967, when the Balloon
Transport Company resumed its salvage operation
with a balloon one third the original size. Despite
Matheson's optimistic predictions balloon logging
was never widely adopted in British Columbia.
Hikers can still spot the old fire access road and
remains of this experimental logging operation.

94 "Brief prepared for submission to the Honourable Minister of Lands, Forests and Water
Resources, Province of British Columbia to accompany letter of February 6, 1963
petitioning modification in the terms of the 999-year leases vesting in the GVWD certain
watershed lands as sources of water supply for the use of the communities situated in the
Lower Mainland of British Columbia". GVWD Report, February 1963.
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During the same year a slash burn escaped on the
west side of the Seymour River, just south of the
Needles peaks. The burnt timber was salvaged by
helicopter from 1983 to 1985 and the area was
planted in 1986.
The 999 year lease, first awarded in 1927, was not
amended until 1967 to provide for timber
management on a sustained yield basis on fee
simple and Crown lands. GVWD logging operations
were no longer restricted to salvaging dead and
dying trees but were permitted in mature stands of
timber. The Amending Indenture of 1967 represented
an important shift from a restrictive watershed
protection program to a comprehensive watershed
management program which has been carried out
since. Thus far (1989) three "working plans" for
sustained yield forest management have been
carried out on watershed lands under GVWD control,
referred to as "GVWD License no. 42". These
working plans reflect significant changes in forest
management over the years. 95
Working Plan no. 1 (1970 to 1974) recognized that
the effect of logging on water quality was still poorly
understood and that harvesting methods in
watersheds required further refinement. A new forest
inventory had been compiled during 1968-69, but
precise forest inventory data was lacking. As a result,
the area designated for forest management was too
large, and the annual allowable cut was set too high.
The second working plan (1975 - 1979) was based
on a much better knowledge of the forest resource

95 Working plans are designed to ensure a perpetual production of timber from watershed
lands and are updated every five years. Cutting plans are set annually. Both working plans
and cutting plans have to be approved by the BC Forest Service.
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because the GVWD had been conducting a
continuous forest inventory program. Detailed soil
and hydrology mapping confined logging to relatively
stable areas. The area designated for forest
management in working plan no. 1 was reduced
considerably, and the Annual Allowable Cut (AAC)
was reduced by 25 percent. Working Plan no. 2
distinguished between two types of land: Watershed
Reserve land where no logging was to be carried out
and Forest Management land to be managed for
water yield and forest production. In 1975 26,562
acres in the Seymour watershed was classified as
Watershed Reserve, while 14,371 acres was Forest
Management Areas. A co-operative forest-hydrology
research project (carried out with USC's Department
of Forestry since 1969) helped to gain a better
understanding of the impact of forestry practices on
water quality and quantity.
Working Plan no. 3 (1980 to 1988) employed the
Aqua-Terra Classification System (A.T.C.S.) to
delineate the boundaries of Watershed Reserve and
Forest Management Areas in a scientific manner.96
Landscape units based on slope position, aspect
and exposure, land features, vegetation features and
biogeoclimatic subzones were identified. This
classification produced five Watershed Reserve-~~~~"",,"
Forest Management units. The AAC was then
calculated for each unit and detailed silvicultural
instructions, such as survival surveys scheduled
one, two, or three years after planting. Clearly, the
trend has been to manage increasingly smaller, welldefined units and to design site-specific harvesting
methods. On very steep slopes, for example, the
Wyssen Skyline system is employed to minimize
erosion.
96 The A.C.T.S. classifies the land and aquatic systems of the watershed as integrated and
interrelated entities, and analyzes their biophysical relationship for intensive watershedforest management purposes. Working Plan no. 3, p. 5.
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Carefully selected and monitored logging methods
have made forestry and fisheries compatible
resource uses. Since 1979 a salmonid hatchery has
been operated by the BC Institute of Technology on
contract from Fisheries and Oceans Canada. The
hatchery, located just south of the Seymour Falls
Dam, produces summer-run steelhead and coho,
spring and chum salmon. For many years only
anglers with a valid permit had access to a portion of
the lower Seymour watershed, but in 1987 the area
south of the Seymour Falls Dam was opened to the
public as a Demonstration Forest.
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The GVRD took this step after it was certain that the
lower Seymour watershed would not be required as
a reservoir area for the next 50 years, if at all.
Increasing incidents of people intruding into the
closed area contributed to the GVRD's decision to
open up the Seymour Demonstration Forest. The
forests of the lower Seymour Valley are now a
managed, shared resource for forestry, watershed,
recreational and educational purposes. Here the
essential idea of multiple use advanced by H. R.
Christie in the 1920's has finally been realized.
Integrated forest management in the Seymour
Demonstration Forest gives the public an opportunity
to learn about various forms of harvesting, pruning,
thinning and planting. With rapid depletion of the oldgrowth forests along British Columbia's coast an
increasing number of people have become
interested in forest management. Silvicultural
practices used in the Seymour Demonstration Forest
show that logging can be carried out without
negative impact on landscape, stream temperature,
fish, wildlife and slope stability.
In many ways the Seymour Demonstration Forest
exemplifies the shift in forest values our society has
experienced over the past decades. Fifty years ago
society valued forests primarily for their timber. With
increasing urbanization this evaluation has shifted to
place more emphasis upon non-economic values. 97
The forest has become an escape from noise and
stress in the city. Paradoxically spring board marks
and moss covered skids, remains of an era of
unmanaged forest practices, convey a certain spirit of
place and a sense of history and add to the charm of
the Seymour Valley.

97 J. J. Kennedy, "Conceiving Forest Management as providing for current and future
social value", Forest Ecology Management, no. 13 (1985), pp. 121 - 132.
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Alienated Timberland: see Unalienated Land.
Afforestation: the establishment of a tree crop on
an area from which it has always or very long been
absent. Where such establishment fails and is
repeated, the latter may properly be termed

reafforestation.
Annual allowable cut (AAC): the volume of
timber which may be harvested annually from a
given area.
Board foot: measure of lumber or logs, denoting the
volume of a piece of wood 12"x12"x1". Common
abbreviation: FBM (Foot board measure).
Crown grant land: land sold or given away by the
crown.

Fee simple land: land owned by private
individuals.

Forest inventory: a general term referring to
sample-based estimates of timber quantity and
quality on large areas of forest land.
Forest management: the process of making and
implementing decisions to meet goals with respect
to various forest resources.
Integrated Resource Management: the search
for combinations of resource use which optimize net
social and economic benefits to a current society and
its successors (D. K. O'Gorman, 1978).

Glossary

Miner's inch: the amount of water which will flow
through a 1-inch square hole cut horizontally through
a 2-inch plank in a 24-hour period when the water is
kept at a 6-inch height above the top of the hole.
Multiple use: describes a particular philosophy
and method of land management which recognizes
the many uses of a forest and tries to combine these
uses in such a fashion that the return to the forest
owner (often the public) is maximized.
Pre-emption claim: in the early days of British
Columbia farm land could be obtained through preemption, One simply planted a stake at the corner of
the desired land and applied to the Crown for a
certificate stating that this person was entitled to that
piece of land. A settler had to carry out certain
requirements (such as living on the land for several
months of the year and clearing a specified number
of acres) to become owner of the land. He was
required to have his property surveyed, which was
then assigned a District Lot number. A settler could
only claim 160 acres. All borders had to follow
astronomical meridians (North - South or East West) to avoid irregular boundaries.
Reforestation: re-establishment of a tree crop on
forest land.
Royalties: wood harvested from timber licenses is
charged royalties; these are fixed charges for a given
species per cubic meter, regardless of quality, set
yearly by the provincial legislature.
Setting: an area in which logs are being delivered
to one landing. These areas are typically five to ten
ha when cable yarding and can be much larger for
ground skidding.
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Shingle bolt: short section of a log from which
shingles are manufactured.
Silviculture: silviculture is the manipulation of the
forest to attain management goals. These goals may
be varied depending on the nature of the forest and
the needs of the society. Silviculture is 'good' or
successful to the extent that it attains these goals.
Silvicultural operations: these are the actual
operations on the ground which are necessary to put
a silvicultural system into effect. They include
harvesting, site preparation, regeneration by planting
or otherwise, brush control, thinning, pruning, and
protection of the young stands against fire, insects
and disease.
Skid road or skid trail: route along which skidder
travels in the setting.
Spring Board: (also called jump board or chopping
board). The tree cutter stands on a short board or
plank (spring board) with its end notched into the
lower part of the tree trunk (above the butt swell of
cedar trees) to enable him to fell the tree at a level
not reachable from the ground.
Stocking: a qualitative expression of the adequacy
of tree cover on an area, in terms of crown closure,
number of trees, basal area or volume. Degree of
stocking may be expressed as stocked versus nonstocked, or understocked, fully stocked and
overstocked.
Sustained yield: a complicated concept which had
different meanings over time. At present sustained
yield generally means harvesting the forest at a rate
which will not adversely affect the supply of wood
thought to be necessary for the future.
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Timber cruise: is the sampling procedure used to
gather forest information on a localized area, often
prior to harvesting the area. Cruises are designed to
provide specific estimates of volume per ha, basal
area per ha, species composition, stems per ha etc.
Timber lease: areas of crown timber land held
under rental from the crown. The lessee was obliged
either to construct and operate a mill, or to pay higher
rental. Royalties were charged per 1000 board feet of
timber cut from the area under license.
Timber License: a tenure agreement which gives
the holder the right to harvest the mature timber on a
specific area of crown land. This agreement is a
historic artifact and is no longer issued.
Unalienated land: crown timber land neither held
under license or lease, nor crown-granted.
Watershed: area drained by a river and its
tributaries.
Wet-flume: usually a v-shaped trough [sometimes
box-shaped] partially filled with running water,
designed to carry bolts, logs or lumber.
Wyssen Skyline system: a diesel powered aerial
cable system used to log steep slopes.
Yarder: a cable machine used to transport logs from
the forest to the landing. High-lead-yarding refers
to yarding trees with a spar tree; the logs are partially
suspended off the ground.
Yarding road: the path along which logs are
yarded to the landing.
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